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In a proper setting, the problem of the title amounts to the determination of all 
pairs (d, T) for which the function /(z) := (z+ 1) exp(zr)+d and the functions 
f,(z) := (z+ l)( 1 +zT/n)” + d, nE N, d, Tg 0, have all their zeros in Re(z)<O of 
the complex z-plane. Correct versions of results and proofs found in papers of 
K. L. Cooke and J. M. Grossman [J. Math. Anal. Appl. 86 (1982), 5926271 and 
S. P. Blythe, R. M. Nisbeth, W. S. C. Gurney, and N. MacDonald [J. Math. Anal. 
Appl. 109 (1985), 388-3961 are given. The argumentation in the proofs of the 
present paper differs from that of the studies mentioned. In contrast to Blythe er al., 
the stability behaviours of both models are seen as similar. Stability charts and 
stability conditions for some other classes of systems are also given. In addition to 
the gamma distribution for the lags, other distributions which are similar in shape 
but differ greatly in their stability behaviour are also considered. C 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION 
To describe the population dynamics of a single population, Cushing 
[S] used the equation 
i(t) + d[x(t)l x(t) = j’ g(t -s) m[x(s)l x(s) ds, (1.1) 
-s 
where x(t) is proportional to the number of individuals at time t and d is 
the death rate thought to be dependent only on x. The right hand side of 
(1.1) represents the rate of individuals entering the population at time t, m 
is the maternity rate depending only on the state x, and g is the normed 
gestation-time function. Local stability analysis for steady state solutions of 
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(1.1) via linearization around the steady state under consideration leads to 
an equation 
i(t)+cx(t)=dJ;g(r-s)x(s)ds (1.2) 
with constant coefficients c > 0 and dE [w. The x in (1.2) is now propor- 
tional to the deviation from equilibrium. The new lower limit of integration 
in (1.2) is not discussed here; see Cushing [S]. A narrow distribution of the 
gestation-time function may be described by the Dirac distribution yielding 
i(t)+cx(t)=dx(t-z) (1.3) 
with a non-negative lag 7 20. In the case of less narrow distribution 
densities, the sequence of gamma-distribution densities 
g,(t, T):=(t/T)“P’exp(-t/T)/(T(n-l)!), n~f+J, T:=z/n(O!:=l) (1.4) 
was proposed by MacDonald [S]. Since the spectrum of the g, is a simple 
rational function, a thorough comparison of the stability behaviour of (1.2) 
and (1.3) is possible. The corresponding characteristic equations 
z+c=dexp(-zz), ZEC, 
z+c=d(l+rz/n))“, rzEN 
(1.5) 
are sufficiently simple and it is possible to determine the stability chart in 
both cases. 
To get rid of one parameter in ( 1.5) we set c = 1. This is no loss of 
generality for c # 0, which was assumed. To see this, set z := z’c, d := d’c, 
7 := 7)/c and after having set in, drop the primes again. So, we must solve 
for ZE@ 
f(z) :=(z+ l)exp(7z)-d=O, 
f,(z) :=(z+ l)(l + Tz)“-d=O, neN. 
(1.6) 
We call a function f(z; p) depending on a parameter vector p:= (pl, . . . . p,) 
stable if f(z;p) = 0 implies Re(z) < 0. The set S of all p in parameter 
m-space for which this implication holds is called the stability set. With no 
change of meaning the stability set will also be called the stability chart, 
especially for low dimensions m. 
In the case of (1.6) the two-dimensional parameter space is spanned by 
7 and d. Since d < 0 in (1.6) is the more interesting case, we consider only 
that case and write -d in place of d in (1.6). We determine the stable 
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subsets S and S,, belonging to (1.6) of the first quadrant of the (d t)-plane. 
It suffices to know the boundaries (7s and c?S,, of S and S,,, respectively, and 
an inner point, since it will turn out that S and S,, are simply connected. 
In order to understand parameter dependence, especially lag dependence, 
in more general cases of differential equations with lags, introduced as 
discrete or distributed lags, it is worth studying simple cases in great detail. 
From the point of view of application, the stability charts for the most 
frequently encountered equations should be known. 
Cooke and Grossman [4] adressed the problem. However, their result is 
incorrect as Blythe et al. [ 1 ] pointed out recently. In the opinion of the 
present writer, by the methods used in [4] and in [1] one cannot gain 
much insight into the parameter dependence. Moreover, Blythe et al. [ 11 
did not give proofs independent of [4]. So, the aim of the present paper 
is to correct the results concerning (1.6) and to devise an alternative 
method which is, perhaps, better suited to handling parameter dependen- 
cies. 
In Section 4 we discuss the papers of Cooke and Grossman 143 and 
Blythe et al. [ 1 ] in detail. We derive in Section 2 the stability chart for the 
discrete case of (1.6) and in Section 3 for the distributed. Some generaliza- 
tions of (1.6) are also treated. 
It is well known, cf. Section 4, that for x E C(R) with x = 0 for t < 0 for 
all te[W with tfs 
~l(t--‘)-j:g,,j~,rln)x(t-s)ds<c, (1.7) 
with E, + 0 for n -+ 03 holds. In other words, weak convergence 
g, + s(t - z) takes place for all t # z. Generally, this has nothing to do with 
a possible convergence S, + S. In the case (1.6), in each compact set in C 
one has f,(z) -*f(z) for n -+ co when T:= t/n. By a well-known theorem of 
Hurwitz (see Titchmarsh [9]) we know that the convergence f, -f in a 
compact domain with a simply closed contour entails the convergence of 
the corresponding zeros. Unfortunately, this does not, in general, allow the 
conclusion S,, + S of the related stability sets since it is possible that the 
zeros lying outside of each compact set may determine S and S,. 
We are interested in our case in the fine details of the convergence 
S, -+ S and put the general arguments, which were possible, aside and solve 
(1.6) directly. In order to keep the things simple and gain global insight 
into the distribution of the zeros we choose the lag r arbitrarily, keep it 
fixed, and look at the dependence of the zeros off or f,, on d. This way we 
will get &S in the form d= d(t). In the second step we study the 
monotonicity properties of d(t). In addition to exact but implicit forms of 
the boundary 8s explicit approximations are presented. The main tool used 
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to obtain the results is the study of conformal mappings associated with 
(1.6). 
In what follows, the principal value of the logarithm and the inverse 
circular functions is always to be taken. 
2. THE STABILITY CHART FOR THE DISCRETE MODEL 
Almost all theorems of this section are known. For completeness and for 
methodological reasons this section is included. 
We begin with the D-decomposition of the first quadrant of the (d, T)- 
plane. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 
d,(T) := Jl +Y:(T), 
where y,(T) is the unique solution of 
(1+2k)rc=arctan(y)+Ty 
in (2krclT, (1 + 2k) R/T) for T > 0. Then the function 
f(z) := (z + 1) exp(zT) + d, da0 
has exactly k zeros in Re(z) > 0 when k is chosen so that 
dk..,(T)<d<d,JT) 
holds. 
Proof: The zeros off(z) lie on the curves defined by 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
arg(1 +z)+yT=(l +2k)n, k E B, y := Im(z). (2.5) 
For k = 0 real solutions are possible. For d= 0 one real root starts at 
z = - 1 and a second at z = -co. Both zeros approach each other until 
they come for d = exp( - 1 - T)/T at z = - 1 - l/T to confluence. On a 
further increase in d both zeros become a complex conjugated pair. 
To describe the position of the pair we introduce polar co-ordinates at 
z = - 1 with the polar axis along the negative real axis by z := - 1 + r 
exp[i(n - co)]. This leads to 
r = r(cp) := TP’cp/sin(cp), I4Jl<7L (2.6) 
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For k # 0 we refer the plane @ to Cartesian co-ordinates z := 1 + x + iy and 
find 
x=x,(y) :=y/tan[(l +2k) 71-yT], 2knJT<y<(l +2k)n/T. (2.7) 
For each branch number k # 0, the zeros start for d = 0 with xk = - 3~; and 
move eastwards with increasing d. 
The above discussion shows that for each k E Z there exists a positive 
number dJ T) such that for d < dk( T) the zero off on the kth branch lies 
in Re(z) < 0 and for d> d,(T) in Re(z) > 0. It suffices to consider the zeros 
in Im(z) > 0. Clearly, the dk( T) are given by 
d:(T) := 1 +y;(T), 
where y, is the unique solution of 
(2.8) 
(1 +2k)rr=arctan(y)+ 7’v, 
which completes the proof. 1 
(2.9) 
Readers interested in the geometry of the curves along which the zeros 
migrate are referred to [3, Fig. 21. It shows for T= 7c and for /k 1 < 5 the 
curves in the square 1 Re(z)], 1 Im(z)( < 10. One obtains therefrom a grasp 
of the global behaviour of the zeros z = z(d, T) dependent on d and T. 
The above theorem is in principle known; see Hayes [7] or El’sgol’ts 
and Norkin [6]. It is included to show that global insight is possible. 
Considering ln[f(z) - A] one sees immediately that the solution curves 
from above can be interpreted as special streamlines in the plane flow field 
of an incompressible inviscid fluid driven by a source of unit strength at 
z = - 1 and a parallel flow, parallel to the x-axis of velocity T directed 
eastwards. 
A drawback of the foregoing theorem is that (2.9) is not solved. The next 
theorem contains a two-sided inclusion for the boundary d(T) := d,(T) 
dependent on the lag T. 
THEOREM 2.2. The function 
f(z) := (z + 1) exp(zT) + d, da0, T>O 
is stable for 
d< ,/l + {x2T-‘/[n + 2 arctan(n/(2T))]}* 
and unstable for 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
da 41 + {x2Tp1/[z + arctan(rr/T)]}2. (2.12) 
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ProoJ Since the right hand side of (2.9) increases with y, the y,(T) 
increase with increasing k E N,. So the boundary of S is described by 
d(T) := dO( T) and we must solve for y > 0, 
Obviously, 
arctan( y) + Ty = 71. (2.13) 
y, :=7c/(2T)<y<n/T=:y,. (2.14) 
Having a first crude inclusion (2.14) at hand, we rewrite (2.13) in fixpoint 
form as 
Y =Qy), 
F(y) :=n/[T+arctan(y)/y]. 
(2.15) 
As F(y) increases with y we get 
FCY,) <Y <F(YJ (2.16) 
and this is what the theorem, in a slightly altered notation in terms of d(T), 
claims. 1 
Better approximations and estimations of the error involved are 
straightforward. We now turn to the stability chart with lag T as dependent 
variable. 
THEOREM 2.3. The function 
f(z) := (z f 1) exp(zT) + d, d>O, T>O (2.17) 
is stable if and only if T-c T(d) where 
[s-arctan(JZi)]/JK-i, d> 1, 
d6 1. 
(2.18) 
Proof: We have 
d(T) :=,,/m, 
n = arctan( y) + Ty, y > 0. 
(2.19) 
Evidently, d increases with y > 0. Differentiation with respect to T in the 
second line of (2.19) shows that dy/dT<O. Hence, d’(T) ~0. For T< co we 
have d(T) > 1, hence the stability for d< 1. For d> 1 there exists a T= To 
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such that ,f’ is stable for T < T,,. Inserting .r = \ld~z in the last line of 
(2.19) yields (2.18) and the theorem is shown. 1 
Theorem 2.3 is not new. For another version see El’sgol’ts and Norkin 
[6, p. 1311. In [2] one finds the boundary of S in 3-space for (1.3). Note 
well that in the stability definition adopted here, namely asymptotic 
stability, a zero on the imaginary axis is not classified stable. For the J 
presently under discussion all zeros on the imaginary axis are simple and 
therefore (marginal) stable in the sense of Liapunov. 
3. THE CASE OF DISTRIBUTED LAGS 
We are faced with the classical question of determining relations between 
d and T under which each member of the sequence 
f,(z) := (1 + z)( 1 + Tz)” + d, nEN,, d30, T>O (3.1) 
of polynomials is stable. For T= 1 the question is trivial. In this case the 
f’ reduce to the cyclotomic polynomials and 
d<d,,(l) := [cos(x/(n+ 1))] ‘- ’ =: c,+, (3.2) 
is the stability condition. For T + co we expect for n > 2 
d<c, (3.3) 
as stability condition. Following Routh, one could try to determine the 
coefficients ak, b, in the continued fraction expansion 
CH := Cm) + (- 1 In+ ‘L( -~)lICfn(~) - ( - 1 Y+ ‘0 -z)l 
=h”z+~+~+.,~. (3.4) 
It is well known that f,, is stable if and only if the ak, k = 1( 1) n, are 
positive. The first C, are 
C,=z/(l +d), 
C,=z/(l+l/T)+ , 
(3.5) 
C,=z/(l +2/T)+ 1 +2T-(1 +d)/(l +2/T)/ + 1 +d , 
z(2T+ T2) e z 
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C,=z/(1+3/T)+ 
+ (1+3T)-(3T2+T3)(1+d)/q+ lsd, 
z + ZU 
a:=3T(l+T)-(1+3T)/(1+3/T)>O. 
From (3.5) one reads off immediately that f, is stable if and only if 
d < d,( T) where 
d,(T) := + co, n=o, 1, 
d,(T) :=4[1 +(T+ l/T)/2], 
d,(T) := 8( 1 + T)3/[ T(3 + T)*]. 
(3.6) 
While d,(T) is unbounded for T-+ co for n = 2, this is not so in the 
remaining cases n > 2. The next theorem gives the D-decomposition for 
distributed lags. 
THEOREM 3.1. The function f,,, n > 2, has exactly k pairs of complex 
conjugate roots in Re(z)>O if 
L,(T)<d<dJT), k= l(1) K+ 1, (3.7) 
where d,,(T) :=O, d,+,(T) := + co withK:=max{kENIk<(n-1)/4} and 
for k= l(l)K 
d:(T) := (1 +y:(T))(l+ CTY~T)I~)“, (3.8) 
where y, is the unique positive solution of 
( 1 + 2k) n = n arctan( Ty) + arctan( r). (3.9) 
ProoJ The zeros off, lie on the curves defined by 
(1 +2k)rr=narg(l+zT)+arg(l+z), k=O(l)n- 1. (3.10) 
We use polar co-ordinates z := - l/T+ r exp(icp) with pole at z = - l/T 
and obtain for (3.10) the form 
(1+2k)rr=ncp+arctan(rsin(cp)/[l-l/T+rcos(q)]}. (3.11) 
For T= 1 we have 
cp=(1+2k)rc/(n+l). (3.12) 
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The remaining cases T-C 1 and T> 1 are considered separately, begin- 
ning with the first. 
The real zeros are easily found. For ri = 0, a real solution pair starts at 
z = - 1 and z = - l/T approaching each other while d increases. They come 
to confluence at -7 = -(n + l/T)/(n + 1) and become then a complex con- 
jugate pair for further increasing d. For even n, a real root starts at 
z = - l/T and moves to the left to - a. All remaining roots are complex 
and it suffices to consider the roots in the upper half-plane, k < n/2. Solving 
(3.11) for r when n > 2 yields 
r = rk(q) := (l/T- 1) 
tan((1 +2k)x-n(p) 
[ 1 - tan(( 1 + 2k) rt - nq)/tan(cp) J sin(q) 
2kn/n 6 cp < (1 + 2k) n/(n + 1). (3.13) 
In the interval of definition, rk(p) increases with increasing cp. For the case 
T> 1 the corresponding intervals of definition are now 
(1+2k)rr/(n+l)<cp<(l+2k)rc/n (3.14) 
and rk(v) decreases with increasing cp. For k #O all curves start at 
z = - l/T and end with arg(z) = (1 + 2k) x/(n + 1) at infinity. For all k, d 
never decreases when moving along the k th solution curve in the sense 
mentioned. If k is chosen so that the solution branch crosses the imaginary 
axis then there exists a d,(T) such that for d < dJT) the zero under con- 
sideration is in Re(z) < 0 while for d > dk( T) it is in Re(z) > 0. Knowing 
that, the d,JT) can only be 
d:(T) := (1 +&T))Cl + {TY~(~))~I”, 
where the yk(T) are the unique positive solutions of 
(3.15) 
(1 + 2k) rr = n arctan( Ty) + arctan( y). (3.16) 
Since the right hand side of (3.16) increases in y, (3.16) is only soluble if 
k obeys k < (n - 1)/4. 
The case n = 2 is excluded because (3.14) indicates an osculation point 
with the imaginary axis at infinity. 1 
We mention that Fig. 1 of [ 31 shows for n = 8 and T = i those parts of the 
solution curves which fall in the square 1 Re(z)( , 1 Im(z)l < 5. 
The next theorem provides an approximate stability chart. 
THEOREM 3.2. The functions fn of (3.1) with n > 2 are stable if 
d2<(1 +y:)(l + CTy,12)” (3.17) 
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and unstable for 
d2> (1 +y;)(l + lITyz12)” 
where 
Y, := F(fk), k= 1, 2, 
F(y) := n/[n arctam Ty )/y + arctan( y )/y 1, 
t, := tan[rr/(2n)]/T, 
t, := tan[7r/n]/T. 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
Proqf. We must show that (yl, y2) is an inclusion interval for y,(T). 
From 
follows 
7c = n arctan( Ty ) + arctan( v) (3.20) 
t, := tan(rc/(2n))/T<y < tan(rc/n)/T = : t,. (3.21) 
Now we write (3.20) as 
Y = f-(Y)3 
(3.22) 
F(y) := 7r/[n arctan(Ty)/y -t arctan(y)/y]. 
Considering that F(y) increases in y, we get 
F(t,)<l?<l;(t,) (3.23) 
which is the theorem. 1 
By theorem 3.1 we know the boundary of the stability set in dependence 
on the lag, d = d,,(T). We direct our interest now to the monotony proper- 
ties of d,(T). We saw already in (3.6) that d,,(T) showed a global minimum 
for n = 2, 3. This remains so for all other n. 
THEOREM 3.3. For n > 2 the function d,(T) has a single local minimum 
on (0, + co ) at T = 1 with the value d,,( 1) = c, + , where 
c, := [cos(7T/n)] -n. (3.24) 
While d,,(T) = 0( l/T) for T 4 0, one has d,( co) = c,. This means the mini- 
mum of the curve under consideration is the asymptotic value for T -+ CO of 
the next. 
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Pro~$ The monotony properties of d(T) and d’(T) are the same and 
we consider the latter function. We had 
d’(T) := (1 +y?)(l + [T?.]Q”, 
rt = n arctan( Ty ) + arctan( v). 
(3.25) 
We denote by a prime differentiation with respect to T and have from 
(3.25) 
L := ln[&( T)]’ = 2yy’/( 1 +y2) + 2nTy( Ty)‘/( 1 + (Ty)‘), 
O=n(Ty)‘/(l +(T~)‘)+y’/(l +.v’). 
(3.26) 
Using the second line of (3.26) in the first, we arrive at 
L=2y(l - T)$/(l +JJ~), 
y’= -ny/[nT+ {l + (TY)~}/(~ +y2)] ~0, )‘>o, 
which is the monotony of d(T) as stated in the theorem. The value of d,( 1) 
was already obtained in (3.2). From Theorem 3.2 we deduce Ty -+ tan(Tc/n) 
for T + ocj and A,,( CC ) follows as given. Finally, again by Theorem 3.2 we 
get y = 0(1/T) for T+ 0 and so d,(T) = 0( l/T) where the O-constant is 
tan(n/Qn)) c2,,. I 
For the difference 
A,, :=&(a)-d,(l)= [cos(r~/n)]~“- [cos(rc/(n+ l))lP”- (3.27) 
one obtains easily for n > 3 
A,, < 167r/[n(n + l)] < Sl/[n(n + l)]. (3.28) 
TABLE 3.1 
The Minimum d(1) and d(s) as Well as A :=d(m)-d(1) for n=2(1)5 and 
n = 10, 50, 100, 1000 Rounded to Three Decimal Places 
n 41) d(x) d 
2 8.000 +cO +ic 
3 4.000 8.000 4.000 
4 2.885 4.000 1.115 
5 2.310 2.885 0.515 
10 1.576 1.652 0.076 
50 1.102 1.104 0.002 
100 1.050 1.051 0.001 
1000 1.005 1.005 5.lE-6 
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In Table 3.1 the values of d,( 1 ), d,( CC ), and A, are listed for several n. The 
graphs of the curves d,( T/n) for n = 2( 1 )lO and 0 < T< 10 together with 
the limit function d,,(T) := lim { d,( T/n) : n -+ cc } from Theorem 2.1 can be 
found in [3, Fig. 33. 
In Theorem 3.2 we gave the stability chart for the system 
(D + a)” x(t) + dx( t - T) = 0, D := d/dt (3.29) 
for n = 1 and a = 1 with d > 0. We show that the result can be extended for 
the sequence of systems (3.29) when n E N. 
THEOREM 3.4. The .function 
f(z) := (z + a)” + d exp( -zT) 
with real a, d, T with a > 0 and d, T> 0 as well as n E N is stable if 
T < T(a, d) and unstable for T > T(a, d) where 
T(a, 4 
._ +a3 
‘- max{O, aP’[rc -n arctan(J~)]/JZGC}, i 
d<aa”, 
d>a”. 
(3.30) 
Proof We write f(z)=0 as 
(z+a)“= -dexp(-zT). (3.31) 
Taking (3.31) along the imaginary axis and setting z := iay lead to 
a’“( 1 + y’)” = d2, 
n = n arctan( y) + Tay 
(3.32) 
for the first zero occurring on Re(z) = 0 with increasing d. When d-c un, 
then, by Rouche’s theorem, the function f(z) has as many zeros in 
Re(z) 3 0 as (z + a)“, namely none. For d = a”, the origin z = 0 is not a zero 
off(z). For d > a”, we solve the second equation of (3.32) for T and the 
first for y > 0, 
T = a ~ ’ [n-n arctan( y)]/y, 
y=Jd2i”a-2- 1 
(3.33) 
In order to obtain non-negative T we must have y d tan(n/n) for n > 2. For 
n = 1, 2 the T of (3.33) are positive for all y. If n > 2 and d> a”/cos(n/n) 
= : d, , then T(a, d) = 0 and there are no TB 0 for which T< T(a, d) holds. 
409.:140;2-16 
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FIG. 3.1. The boundary T(a, d) of the stability set for ,1,,(z) := (z+ a)“+ dexp( -17’) for 
n=1(1)5,a=l,and Tin [0,4]. 
This means the instability of f for d > d,, n > 2 is correctly stated in 
(3.30). 1 
Figure 3.1 shows the boundary T(a, d) of the stability set in the first 
quadrant of the (T, d)-plane for n = l(l)5 with T in [0,4]. It is plain that 
T(a, d) decreases with increasing d. 
In the sequel we will consider complex conjugated pairs of zeros in the 
left half-plane. For our purposes it is convenient to divide the set of all 
pairs of zeros into two classes. A pair of zeros a, ti with Re(a) < 0 is said 
to be strongly dampened if 
I arg(a) - 71 I d n/4 (3.34) 
holds; otherwise it is called weakly dampened. 
We consider functions 
fn(z) := [(z - E)(Z - E)]” + B exp( -zT), B>O, HE N. (3.35) 
After re-scaling of the z-plane, we can assume that the pair of zeros lies on 
the unit circle, 1 F 1 = 1. In this situation it is appropriate to parameterize E
via the angle c1 := arg(s) - 7c/2. So we will write E in the form 
E := -sin(a) + i cos(cr), 0 < ci d n/2. (3.36) 
The next theorem provides the stability chart for the f, from (3.35) in 
explicit form dependent on the feedback amplitude B for the harmonic 
oscillator with delayed restoring force feedback; see Figure 3.5. 
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The reader is supposed to be familiar with the geometry of the 
lemniscates defined by l(z - a)(z - ti)l = r with r E [w + as parameter. If not, 
any appropriate source on plane algebraic curves will supply the needed 
information. We use int(x) := max {k E Z : k G x} for x E Iw. 
THEOREM 3.5. The function f, from (3.35) with (3.36) is stable in 
(a, B, T)-space for all T > 0 if and only if 
B< 
1 
sin”(2a), 0 <a < n/4, 
1, n/4 < a < n/2. 
In the remaining cases f,, is stable if and only if T E F(B) where 
(CO, To,du i, (7’~ 1.1, To), sin”(2a)d B< l,O<a<rc/4, 
k=l 
Y(B) := 
CO, To,z), 1 <B, 
T,, : = To,i + 2Wy,, 
T,,i := 71 + 2kin - nA,, 
k, := -int[$-nA,], 
kE N,j= 1,2, 
Aj := arctan( y, - c)/s) + arctan(  yi + c)/s), 
y, := Jcos(2cr) + (- l)jJB2/“- sin2(2a), j= 1,2, 
~:=~~~[(~~‘+(T~,~-T,,,)I(~~)}I{Y;’-Y;’~I~ 
(3.37) 
(’ := cos(cr), s := sin(m). 
For all 0 < CI < 1112, and B, T > 0 the zeros of fn lie in 
Re(z) <min(x(B), nT-’ ln[B’I” max(1, l/sin(aa))]), 
x(B) := -sin(@) + 
B”“/(2 cos(cr)), 
L 
B 6 [2 cos2(c()]~, 
B”” - cos2(a), B > [2 cos2(cc)]“. 
Proof: We write f,(z) = 0 as 
F(z) := [(z - E)(Z - E)]” exp(zT) = -B 
or in system form as 
((z - E)(Z -E) exp(zT/n)l = B”” = :b, I 
3.38) 
3.39) 
Ty/n + arg(z - c) + arg(z - E) = (1 + 2k) n/n = :p. 
(3.40) 
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It is easy to see that for all T30 no zero of F’(z) lies in Re(z)> Re(c). 
Hence, all zeros of,f,, in Re(z) > -sin(m) are simple. By (3.40), the zeros are 
determined as intersection points of two orthogonal curves in @ which 
depend on a parameter T3 0. Since ,f, is a real function, it suffices to 
consider henceforth only zeros in the upper half-plane Re(z) 3 0. 
First we include all zeros of ,f,. Each zero lies in Re(z) 60 or in 
Re(z) 3 0. In the first case we get from the first line of (3.40) 
I (z - &)(, - C)l 3 h (3.41) 
and in the second case with t := T/n 
I(z - E)(Z - E)I < b, 
Re(z)<t-‘max(ln(b/l(z-E)(z-Z)():Re(z)>O}, 
~t~‘max{ln(b/l(z-E)(z--)I): Re(z)=O}, 
<t -’ ln(b/sin*(cc)). 
(3.42) 
By (3.41) and the first line of (3.42) we know that zeros in Re(z) < 0 lie 
outside the lemniscate region (3.42) with focii E, E and for Re(z) 3 0 inside. 
For b sufficiently small, the lemniscate region (3.42) lies in Re(z) < 0 and 
no unstable roots exist. If b is sufficiently large, the instable roots are 
included in a biangle bounded by a segment of the imaginary axis and a 
lemiscate arc or in a curvilinear triangle with two edges as before and a 
segment of the real axis as the third edge. The origin is now a vertex of the 
triangle. 
Now, fix B and vary T. If a zero crosses the imaginary axis it must at 
the same time lie on the lemniscate \(z - E)(Z - E)J = b since it changes the 
inner and the outer. We conclude that each zero which crosses Re(z) = 0 
crosses it at the set of intersection points of the lemniscate under considera- 
tion with the imaginary axis. If this set is void, no unstable zeros exist. We 
determine the crossing points. To this end we set z : = iy, y E iw + and must 
solve for y, 
I(&-c)(iy-c)( =b. (3.43) 
With s := sin(a), c :=cos(a) and S := sin(2cr), C := cos(2a) we rewrite 
(3.43) in the form 
(1-y2)2+4.~2y2=b2, 
g(y) := ( y2 - C)’ + S* = b2. 
(3.44) 
The solutions of (3.44) have the form 
y=y;:=JC+(-l)‘pq j= 1,2 (3.45 )
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and the non-negativity of the yj remains to be discussed. If the pair E, E 
is weakly dampened C> 0, the function g(y) exhibits a minimum 
g(fi)=S’at y=& d 1 an a ocal maximum g(0) = 1 at y = 0. If b < S, no 
solution yj exists and f, is stable for all T30. For h 2 S the smaller 
solution exists only for S < h d 1 and decreases with increasing b. In the 
strongly dampened case, Cd 0, the function g has at y = 0 the minimum 
g(0) = 1. For b < 1 no solution exists and f, is stable for all T > 0. For b 2 1 
only the solution y, exists. The latter increases with 6. We know that in the 
weakly dampened case the two vertices of the including biangle are cros- 
sing points. We determine how the zeros migrate in dependence on T from 
one half-plane to the other. With t := T/n we write the system (3.40) as 
tz + ln(z - E) + ln(z - E) = In(b) + ip 
i= -Z/[t+(Z-&)-l+(Z-~)-‘], 
(3.46) 
where the dot stands for differentiation with respect to t. After some 
elementary calculations one gets for z := iy with y > 0 the relation 
a(y) := sgn[Re(i)] = sgn( y2 - C). (3.47) 
Examining (3.45) reveals immediately o(yZ) > 0 and a( y, ) < 0. This means 
that for each p and each T> 0 zeros always enter Re(z) b 0 at z = iy2 at 
certain values of T and leave Re(z) b 0 again at z = iyl for some greater 
values of T. The zero under consideration stays in the biangle described 
above. If y, does not exist, no comeback is possible. It is not too hard to 
give more information about the course of the curves which solve the 
equations of the system (3.40). Figure 3.3 contains the direction field of 
(3.46) for T= 0.95. Finally, we determine the sequence of delays for which 
zeros enter or leave the right half-plane. From (3.46) we obtain with 
Y,’ :=(y,+c)/s 
t= ti:= {p-Aj}/yi, 
T= T,,, := {x + 2kz -nAj}/y,, 
A, := arctan( Y,- ) + arctan( Y,+ ). 
(3.48) 
If n is sufficiently large, the Tk,, become negative for the first kc N. We 
alter the enumeration so that the first non-negative Tk,j becomes To,j, 
T/c,, I= T0.j + 2k~l.Y~ 2 kEN, 
To,, := (x + 2kjz - nAj}/yj, (3.49) 
k, := -int[i-nA,/(2rr)]. 
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Eventually, we determine the set .Y(B) of all values for which .f;, is stable. 
If only yZ exists, clearly Y(B) := [0, T,,J. Consider now the case in which 
both y, exist. In addition to T= 0 only the values T= T,,, are possible start 
points of stability intervals of Y(B). Moreover, T= T,,z are the possible 
endpoints of the former intervals. Now, T= Tk,> is actually an endpoint if 
for this T no further zero resides in Re(,-) 20. Since the sequence T,,, 
increases in k, this situation is given if and only if 
T,.z3 T, 1.1. (3.50) 
Solving (3.50) for k yields 
kdint[{y, ‘+(T,,,- T,,,)/(271)}/(1’,~’ -J#I =: K. (3.51 ) 
Finally, we show that the inclusion (3.38) for the zeros hold. By elementary 
calculation one shows that the lemniscate region \(z - E)(Z -E)I f h lies in 
the right half-plane Re(z) 6 x(b) where 
x(b) := --s + 
i 
Wc), h d 2c’ 
J2-7, h32c’. 
(3.52) 
Evaluating the third line of (3.42) precisely, one obtains from (3.44) 
Re(z) < f ’ ln[h max( 1, l/sin(2a))]. (3.53) 
Taking the smaller of the abscissae of (3.52) and (3.53) gives the bound 
expounded in the theorem. Compiling the results for the different cases 
considered gives the theorem. 1 
Define the class 99 of strongly dampened functions 
f(z) := A(z) + Bexp( -=T), B>O, T>O, (3.54) 
where A(z) is a real stable manic polynomial with zeros in the sector 
1 arg(z) - 7c I 6 7c/4. (3.55) 
When A(z) is given in its Taylor expansion around z = 0, one can decide 
whether A(z) belongs to 9’9 or not. If A(i&) A( -id) is a Hurwitz 
polynomial then A(z) belongs to 9’9. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If SE YO and B < A(0) then f is stable for all T 3 0. 
After the proof of Theorem 3.4 the assertion is obvious and the details 
are left to the reader. 
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T 2 
-2 1 
Rez 
----i 
2 
l-2 
d=.265 
FIG. 3.2. A sequence of lemniscates for G( = 15.37”. Origin I = 0 marked by a double null 
circle. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let f (z) := A(z) + B exp( -zT), where A(z) is a monk 
polynomial of degree n, and let d> 0 the distance from the rightmost zero of 
A(z) ,from the imaginary axis. Then the zeros off(z) in Re(z) 3 0 lie in 
Re(z) < [In(B) - n In(d) J/T. (3.56) 
FIG. 3.3. The 
H R e’;’ ---- I c--- 3 
d=.265 T= .95 
direction field for the differential equation for z(T) with T= 0.95. 
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.2 .4 .6 .8 1 
FIG. 3.4. The stabihty chart for f(z) :=(I-~.)(z~~)+crexp( -zT), u&O, E := -sin(a)+ 
i cos(GI), !Y. = 15.37’. 
The proof can be omitted. For B < d”, Re(z) > 0 is free of zeros off: 
Figure 3.2 shows for cx = 15.37” which amounts to a dampening constant 
d := sin(x) =0.256 for certain values of B the associated lemniscates. 
Figure 3.3 shows for T = 0.95 and IZ = 1 and as in Fig. 3.2 the direction field 
for the differential equation for z(T), namely 
i= -:/[T-2(,-+sin(a))/(;‘+2~sin(x)+ l)]. (3.57) 
Figure 3.4 presents the stability chart from Theorem 3.4 and with d = 0.256 
as in Fig. 3.2. Figure 3.5 depicts for n = 1 a model of the dynamic system 
under discussion. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
As already mentioned, Cooke and Grossman [4] and Blythe et al. [ 1 ] 
treated the same poblem. The method used in [4] deviates from that used 
here. To explain the first, we consider the general difference-differential 
equation with constant coefficients and one constant lag T>O. Its charac- 
teristic function H(z) may be written as 
H(r):=fi, (;-u,)+B[$, (z--h*)]exp(-zT) (4.1) 
with a >/I and complex parameters a, through /J,~ and BZO. Solving (4.1) 
for T yields for k E Z 
T= i(l+2k)rc- i ln(z-a,)+ln(B)+ $ ln(z-b,) I:; z =: Fk(z). (4.2) k=l k=l 
Consider (4.2) as a conformal mapping between the z-plane cut along the 
negative real axis and the T-plane. Then the kth zero off migrates along 
the image of the positive real axis of the T-plane in the z-plane under Fk. 
For small T> 0 and for large T> 0 by means of asymptotic expansions it 
is not difficult to see where the zeros are located. For T + 0 the problem 
becomes highly singular; all but c( zeros vanish to infinity. For T= 0 
infinitely many zeros rest unborn at infinity and they move then initially 
parallel to the real axis eastwards. For T + GO for each fixed k each zero 
must approach a singularity of Fk. Let Re(a,) ~0; then each bk with 
Re(b,) <0 is a limit point of a solution curve. The remaining zeros 
approach for T + co the origin z=O. To study the question in what cir- 
cumstances zeros cross the imaginary axis, Cooke and Grossman [4] 
discuss the differential equation 
i=z i (z-b,)-‘- i (z-a,)-I-T 
k=l k=l I 
(4.3) 
on the imaginary axis, cf. also El’sgol’ts and Norkin [6]. While the analysis 
in [4] is essentially local, considering the movement of the zeros, we here 
performed in the cases considered a global analysis. To avoid the more 
complicated mapping (4.2) we solved (4.2) for B, 
In(B)=zT+ i ln(z-ak)- f ln(z-bk)+(l +2k)xi=:G,(z) (4.4) 
k=l k=l 
and determined the curves on which the zeros move when 1 B( varies from 
IBI =0 to (BI = fz. Blythe et ~1. [l] write H=O as 
E(zT) :=exp(zT)= -B (z-u,)=: R(Z) (4.5) 
and consider (4.5) on the imaginary axis. They observe that each solution 
of 1 R(z)1 = 1 with Re(z) =0 determines a sequence of solutions of (4.5). 
Denote by z := iy # 0 such a root; then the sequence of pairs 
(iy, T,J, kEL 
T, := [arg(R(iy)) + 2k7r]/v 
(4.6) 
with k chosen so that T, >, 0 holds solves (4.5). The remaining equation 
(4.7 1 
can be handled easily in some low degree and in special high degree cases. 
So, for tx = 1 and fl= 0, 1 circles solve (4.7). Possible intersection points 
with the unit circle are then found elementary. 
Unfortunately, both papers [4] and [l] contain errors or weaknesses. 
In the introduction of [4] it was claimed that in the case of gamma- 
distributed delays a switch to instability must be followed by a switch back 
to stability when one increases T. Blythe et al. [ 1 ] already pointed out that 
this is false. Nearly the negation of that claim is true. To be precise, there 
exists an exception interval of values of d of length O(n-*) in which a 
switch back from instability to stability takes place. At the end of 
[4, Sect. 63 a “manifest different qualitative behaviour” between the 
discrete and the gamma-distributed model is attested. This is a somewhat 
personal statement and so not open to debate. The “qualitative difference” 
is derived from the non-monotone boundary curve ?S, of S,. We saw that 
S, -+ S for n -+ cc which implies as,, -+ 2s. The question is whether or not 
it is justified to view a stability set with a boundary non-monotone with 
respect to the lag axis as “manifest different” from another set with 
monotone boundary. Given a non-void smooth simply connected set S’ in 
our parameter space, then it is always possible to devise a path which inter- 
sects S’ several times. Moreover, S, and S are topologically equivalent for 
all n. The present author is inclined to view the differing monotonicity as 
of secondary order. More important is the simple fact, not discussed in [ 1 ] 
or [4], that S,, shrinks with increasing n, 
s, 3 s, 3 . 3 s (4.8 1 
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FIG. 4.1. The sequence of gamma densities g,(/, s/n), n = l(1) 50, for 7 = 2 in a perspective 
representation (n increases with increasing depth). 
when the distribution g becomes less skew and narrower; cf. Fig. 4.1 which 
shows the first 50 distributions for T = 2 in a perspective representation. 
Cooke and Grossman [4] claimed to have proven the above discussed 
switching behaviour, which is effectively not so. Their reasoning was based 
on a false and unproven relation lim (Tz(d, T): n -+ cc > 3 0 and therefore 
vacuous. This point was detected in [ 11. Once d and T are chosen, 
no further assumptions (other than hypothetical assumptions in the 
framework of indirect proofs) are possible. The argumentation in [ 1 ] is not 
self-contained; [l] relies on [4]. Thus a need for independent proofs 
existed. Another point of concern was that the results in [l] and [4] are 
somewhat misleading for the theme: discrete lags versus distributed lags. 
Consider all distribution densities which converge weakly to a given 
discrete distribution. We will see that there are distributions for which the 
related stability sets converge to that for the discrete distribution and that 
there are others which do not have this property. Further, we will show by 
examples that for coefftcients of variation D/P > 1 stability is impossible. 
This has to do with the presence of advanced arguments. 
To begin with, consider the class of integrable distribution densities 
i s 
= a:= fE(R-tR+):f20, 
-szf(f)dt= 1 . 1 
(4.9) 
The problem is to choose f E 9 and compute the stability set S(f) for 
i(r)+x(t)=d?^?f(s)x(t-s)ds. (4.10) 
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For the special choice j’(r) := 6( t - T) and for the sequence 
(4.11) 
the problem was already solved above. Clearly, .f;, converges weakly to f‘; 
for n + x one hasJ;, -,b This can be seen, for example, by considering the 
sequence PL; of the moments about the origin forf;, and,f; 
A.,, := s ~kf,(~)~~=~k(l+I/n)(l~2/n).-.(1+(k-l)/n), 71 
(4.12) 
p; := 
s 
tkf’( I) dt = Tk. 
[4 
From (4.12) follows PL;, I = cl’, = r and for the standard deviations 
or, := r/6 and CJ= 0. Among others we have shown that there are for 
(4.10) stability preserving paths in 9, 
lim S(f,,) = S(limf,,). (4.13) 
A question which only naturally arises is, Are there d-sequences for which 
(4.13) does not hold true? To answer this question we consider a certain 
unimodal subclass of 9 for which it makes sense to speak of a location 
parameter PE R and a scale parameter u > 0. Consider with g in that 
subclass 
f(t) := c!TC(r - p)/al/a, 
c := l/s, g(t) dr. 
(4.14) 
We look for solutions x of (4.10) of the form x(t) :=exp(zr), z~ C. 
Inserting the latter in (4.10) gives the characteristic equation 
z+ 1 =dexp(-pz)h(0z), 
h(z) := c f 
(4.15) 
exp( -zt) g(r) dt. 
w 
Since g E 9 the function h exists at least in the closed right half-plane of C 
and is known on the imaginary axis as the characteristic function of the 
distribution g (this time in the sense of probability theory and statistics). 
So, h(z) is the analytical continuation on its domain of existence. We call 
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h(z) simply the spectrum of g, following an unhappy practice. For a certain 
family of symmetric unimodal distribution densities, namely 
g(t):=2-‘C,exp(- jtl”/p), PER+, 
c, := (p”Pf( 1 + l/p))-’ 
(4.16) 
we get for p 3 1 
lzJz) := r-‘( l/p) IoX exp(-u)U”PP’ch[z(up)l’P]du=hp(-~), 
= ,g,, (zP”~)‘~ ak. (4.17) 
ak := f(( 1 + 2k)/p)/[f-( l/p) f-( 1 + 2k)]. 
For p = 1,2, cc one finds 
h,(z) := l/( 1 - ZZ), 
h,(z) := exp( +z*/2), (4.18) 
h,(z) := sh(z)/z. 
Regarding the different growth of h,(az) for c = 0 and G > 0 for 1 z 1 --f cc 
the next theorem is almost plain. 
THEOREM 4.1. The stability set S(f) of (4.10) for d# 0 is void when f is 
the density of the normal distribution N(p, a) for each p E R and (T E R + . 
Proof: Inserting h, of (4.18) in (4.15) results in the characteristic 
equation 
H(z):=dexp[(az)*/2-pz]-1-z=O. (4.19) 
Equation (4.19) may be rewritten with k E Z as 
(az)‘-2pz-2ln(l+z)= -2ln(d)+4kni, 
(az -p/a)* = (p/a)* - 2in(d) + 4k7ti + 21n( 1 + z). 
(4.20) 
After the conformal mapping w := bz - p/a, (4.20) takes on the form 
w* - (p/a)* + 21n(d) - 4kni = 21n( 1 + p/a2 + w/a). (4.21) 
For large 1 k) and other parameters fixed we obtain roots of the form 
w = + J(p/a)* - 21n(d) + 4k7ci + O(ln( (k ( )), (4.22) 
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which means geometrically that the roots (4.22) lie within a relative error 
of Wln( I k I l/m) on a pair of hyperbolas with the pair Re(w) = ? Im(Ht) 
of lines as asymptotes. Since the z-plane differs only by a horizontal shift 
and a scaling from the w,-plane, each right half-plane Re(z) >, const. con- 
tains infinitely many roots of H(z) as long as (T > 0 and d # 0 for each p E Iw 
which proves the theorem. m 
When we take 
f,(t) := (27roi) “2 ew( - C(t - vVo,12/2), (4.23) 
where p := z and cn + 0 for n -+ ns then we have the weak convergence 
f,, + &t-r) but in contrast to (4.13) 
@ = lim S(f,) # S(lim,f,l) = S. (4.23a) 
So, S(f) is not for eachScontinuous inf’(in the topology used here). For 
p = 1 we must evaluate the stability of the exponential polynomial 
H(z):=(l+z)(l+(oz)‘)-dexp(-pz). (4.24) 
It turns out that H(z) has for 0 < d 6 1 and all p 3 0 a positive zero. In the 
case p = co, a less trivial dependence of S on CT is observed. We obtain 
H(z) := 1 + z -d exp( -pz) sh(az)/(az). (4.25) 
We show here only that the open set in (d, p, a)-parameter space defined 
by CT > p belongs to the complement of S. We write H = 0 as 
2az(l+z)=dexp[(a-p)z](l-exp[-2az]). (4.26) 
For Re(z) sufficiently great and CT > p we obtain 
(a - p) z = ln(2a/d) + 2kni + ln(z( 1 + z)) + ln( 1 - exp( - 2az)), 
z = {ln(2a/d) + 2kni + ln[z( 1 + z)] (4.27) 
+ln[l-exp(-2az)]}/(o-p). 
Solving (4.27) for z yields for 1 k ) + CD 
z = {ln(2a/d) + 2kni + 2 ln[ln(2a/d) + 2kni]( 1 + o( l))}/(o - p) (4.28) 
which shows that for 1 kl sufficiently large, Re(z) > 0. Invocation of the 
indicator diagram for H(z) would yield the same result in a more 
qualitative form. We note in passing that the special cases p E N, so far not 
treated above, allow rather explicit results. 
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The densities different from the gamma density considered so far are all 
symmetric about the mean but differ in kurtosis. For 1 6p < 2 the densities 
are leptokurtic. With increasing p > 2 the shape of g becomes more and 
more platykurtic ending with the uniform density on [ - 1, 11. Although it 
is not likely, from the spectral point of view, that symmetry plays a decisive 
role in stability, we consider a sequence of non-symmetric leptokurtic 
densities made up of polynomial splines with 
(1 + f)“, -l<t<O, 
g(r) :=g,,,,(t) := [(m+ 1))‘+(n+ 1)-l]-’ (1 - t)“, O,<t<l, 
0, Itl>l, 
(4.29) 
where m, n E N. 
One finds for the densities from (4.29) 
L,,,(z) := j exr.3 --zt) g,,,,(t) & R 
= [(n+ I)-‘+(m+ 1)-l]-’ {E,(-z)+&(z)}, 
E,(z) :=n!(-z)~“-’ {exp(-z)-e,,(-z)}, 
(4.30) 
e,(z) := 1 +z/l! +z*/2! + .. . +z”/n!. 
The characteristic function belonging to (4.30) is 
H(z) := 1 +z-Dexp(-pz){E,(-az)+E,(crz)}, 
D :=d/[(m+ l))‘+(n+ l))‘], 
(4.31) 
We show that H(z) of (4.31) is unstable for 0 > p. For Re(z) ---f f cc the 
equation H = 0 may be written as 
(az)“(l +z)=Dm!exp[(o--p)z](l +0(l)). (4.32) 
The indicator diagram for H shows that there are infinitely many solutions 
for (4.32) in the right half-plane Re(z) > 0, supposed 0 > ~1. 
We conclude with some remarks. If the distribution g(t) has a support 
bounded to the left, then h(z) exists on the whole C and it is possible to 
devise more general results. This question and related ones like the deter- 
mination of optimal distributions with respect to stability for given 
optimality criteria will not be touched hereupon. 
To treat fully equations with several discrete lags with respect o pertur- 
bation of the underlying distribution, which is in that case a sum of Dirac 
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distributions, one must perturb not only the distances between the lags but 
also the shape of the distribution. This way multimodal distributions, not 
considered here, come into play. In this situation it is appropriate to use 
mixture densities of the form 
g(rlC,~L,~):=(.,g(rl~,,a,)+-..+c,,,g(rl~,,l,a,,,) 
1 =c‘, + . ..+c.,,, 
(4.33) 
Ck > 0, 
where the c, p, and CJ are m-vectors formed of the corresponding com- 
ponents occurring on the right hand side of (4.33). So, (4.33) shows that 
the problem of establishing the stability equation, not finding its roots, is 
not more complicated than that in the unimodal case. With this view, the 
case treated in this paper is not so restricted as it might appear at first 
glance. 
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